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Foreword

It is with great pleasure that we
welcome you to this report on
Hull’s Global Entrepreneurship Week 2016,
2016
the thirteenth year the event
has been held in our great city.
Global Entrepreneurship Week 2016 in Hull addressed
the concerns and anxieties of budding young
entrepreneurs, enabling many more to create new
opportunities and successful ventures that can
flourish all year round. Our supporters use Global
Entrepreneurship Week to have exchanges
that help them launch something new,
showcase their projects or generally raise the
profile of entrepreneurship in their locality.
They do this because they recognise that
entrepreneurship is a force for good.
By cultivating innovation amongst young
people, we will inspire the next generation
of entrepreneurial leaders. With the
help of experienced entrepreneurs and
companies, and through events like Global
Entrepreneurship Week, we can ensure
start-ups have access to the resources,
connections and partnerships that
will promote their success.

Ross Bennett
Chair of Hull Youth Enterprise
Partnership

85% of young people who
participated in the activities
knew they were part of a
programme called Global
Entrepreneurship Week that
was taking place across the
UK and the world.

Three of the highlights of this year were the live link up
with young entrepreneurs in South Africa facilitated
by KCOM and the ‘Hook Up Dinner’, the £5 Blossom
launch with 14 Hull schools from a wide age range and
14 Hull based businesses, as well as the two fantastic
Mannequin Challenges that took place.

Nick Sangwin
MD Sangwin Group
Chair Global Entrepreneurship
Week Planning Group

Only the future will confirm if we have been successful
in the long-term. There was certainly a real buzz during
this particular week, and the follow up evaluations from
the young people involved were excellent - so let’s start
thinking what we do next to support our enterprising
young people.

As with every year, this week-long programme
was packed with diverse events to support and
encourage young people on their enterprising
journeys. The focus encompassed whole year
groups, primary, secondary and post-16 events.
An international live link up enabled the sharing
of best practice, innovation and initiatives to
support entrepreneurship in a different cultural
and political context.

Background

The thirteenth year of Enterprise Week
/ Global Entrepreneurship Week
(GEW) in Hull once again celebrated
enterprise and entrepreneurial spirit
across the city.

Globally, GEW enables millions of
entrepreneurial people to unleash their
enterprising talents and turn ideas into reality.
It brings together university students, school
pupils, teachers, entrepreneurs, corporate
leaders, employees, non-profit organisations
and others to celebrate and promote
entrepreneurship worldwide.

25% of young people said
that they had found support
that they had not previously
accessed or been aware of
in Hull.

Hull engaged fully with social
media through its own website
www.gewhull.co.uk, Twitter
account @GEW_Hull (using
the HashTags #GEW2016 and
#GEW2016Hull) as well as a
dedicated Facebook page.

Before the start of Global
Entrepreneurship Week, our official
photographer, young entrepreneur
Tom Arran was awarded The
Chamber Bridlington and Yorkshire
Coast Best Young Business Person
2016. In addition, the John Cracknell
Youth Enterprise Bank won Best Social
Enterprise 2016. Hull Youth Enterprise
Partnership was selected as a winner
of a High Impact award for Global
Entrepreneurship Week 2016, in
recognition of its contribution to this
year’s campaign.
Global Entrepreneurship Week in
Hull was sponsored by a number of
small and large private, public and
charitable organisations including:
Sangwin Group, Hull City Council,
John Cracknell Youth Enterprise Bank,
RB, Tech 4 Schools, Hull Training,
Swift Group, KCOM, Green Port,
Jadan Press, JLF Group, Spencer
Group, Hull Humber Chamber of
Commerce, Smith and Nephew, GH
Events, Engaging Education,T Arran
Photography, Humber LEP,
Oak Consult and DLB Events.

Monday

Make £5 Blossom had a successful
launch in the Guildhall with 13 schools
from a wide age range receiving
loans of £150 from 13 businesses.
businesses
Monday 14th November was the start of Global Entrepreneurship Week in
Hull. Over a three-month period, the young people will undertake a range of
activities and learn about the Big 13 Enterprise Skills.
At the end of the three months, the profits will be split between the school, the
Be Enterprising Group and Action Duchenne (this year’s charity). In April 2017,
the young people will present to an invited audience what they have achieved
with their loans. Teachers from schools in Leicester attended the launch event
as they are interested in the concept of Big 13 Enterprise Skills.

“Active Humber is thrilled to be
involved in Make £5 Blossom in
2016/17. Being part of a fantastic
project that helps young people to
develop real life skills is a wonderful
opportunity and we are very excited
to partner with such enthusiastic local
children.”
Lora Webster,
Active Humber

“As you know this is the first time
we are involved in this project, and I
just wanted to say that I came back
thinking what a great idea it was
involving such a wonderful bunch
of people, such as yourself, pupils
and teachers from the schools and
all the businesses to make it a really
successful project. I am thoroughly
looking forward to being a part of it.”
Kirk Akdemir - CEO,
AA Global

“When we were at the £5 Blossom
Launch Event I really enjoyed it. I loved
it when we did the task where we
had to make the pyramid out of cups
using only string and an elastic band.
Our business partner was very helpful
and kind. We didn’t have many ideas
but we were keen to get thinking of
some.”
Josh - Year 5,
Gillshill Primary School

Goole Digital Enterprise
Challenge.
Monday also saw the Goole Digital Enterprise
Challenge at Goole High School. This challenge was
run by young entrepreneurs Engaging Education
together with Year 7 pupils, and was sponsored by
the John Cracknell Youth Enterprise Bank. Terence
Smith, the Mayor of Goole Terrace - and the youngest
mayor in Britain - helped the young people.
“I loved it how we were
involved in helping a business
and doing something fun. It
also inspired us working with
Engaging Education because
it showed us we could do it for
a living.”
Mackenzie Neal,
Goole High School

“My favourite part was
designing and drawing all the
characters. We learnt about
animations and editing - I also
really liked seeing how they
made the games and apps
and having a go myself.”
Chris Butcher,
Goole High School

“£5 Blossom continues to offer
an amazing opportunity for local
businesses to have a positive, and
fun, interaction with the cities primary
schools! Meeting such enthusiastic
teachers and pupils is always a
great experience and we are really
looking forward to a fantastic year of
partnership in enterprise.”
Jim Harris - Centre Manager,
St Stephens

“I enjoyed the £5 Blossom because
it was fun and educational. While I
was there I used the skill of teamwork
when we were doing the cup
challenge. I also enjoyed it when
Josh and I were learning more about
Active Humber (our business partner)
and what they do. During this time we
used organisation and planning. We
used this skill towards the end when
we were planning to meet up and
talk about the upcoming year.”
Annabel - Year 5,
Gillshill Primary School

75% of young people who
participated said that they
talked about enterprise at
school, college or in their
post-16 establishment.

“I liked how it had different
aspects of what you do in
school but it was fun as well
- they helped us to make the
product but they still let it be
unique to us.”
Sammy Barnes,
Goole High School
“I liked how we were all
together and we could
base our work on what we
wanted, so we could use
our imagination to form
our character. It felt really
professional when they were
taking all the photos.”
Lucy Hirst,
Goole High School

“It was a great experience to meet
our business advisors and to receive
the cheque. It is now very real.”
Nathan - Year 7,
St Mary’s College

Tuesday

“The world is getting
smaller every day,
thanks to the power
of technology as an
enabler.” Selebogo Molefe
Tuesday 15th November had a global flavour, with
international links the focus of the day. With the support
of KCOM, a Google Hangout was held with colleagues in
South Africa via the Hook up Dinner based in Johannesburg. This featured a number of
young entrepreneurs from Hull including Tom, Kit and FHaggai who went to South Africa
in August 2016 (thanks to the sponsorship of RB and the John Cracknell Youth Enterprise
Bank) and Thokoza from Beyond the Lemonade Stand, Siya from BizKidzSA Academy and
Kabelo of Plus News SA, who were all involved with The Hook up Dinner.
This event also saw the official launch of #THUDYorkshire. This is run by Tom Arran and
Kit Hargreaves, two young entrepreneurs from Hull. At the event, Ross Bennett, Chair of
Hull Youth Enterprise Partnership presented Neale Harrison of RB with an award; Hull’s
Enterprise Champion 2016.

“Young people are discovering
that they have more in common
than differences across the world.
The opportunity for South African
entrepreneurs through THUD to
connect with Hull City bridges the gap
for information, learning, knowledge
exchange, collaboration, partnerships
and trade linkages. Thank you to all
stakeholders involved in producing
a successful GEW 2016 partnership
between our organizations.”
Selebogo ‘DrLifesgud’ Molefe
- Founder, THUD
“As much as it was nerve wrecking
to be running the Google Hangout
this side in Johannesburg, I enjoyed
the conversation and connecting with
fellow entrepreneurs in Hull.”
Siya Mtshali,
BizKidzSA Academy
“It was great to connect with
entrepreneurs from across the
oceans - makes the world that much
smaller. I would also like to thank the
John Cracknell Youth Enterprise Bank
for supporting us.”
Thokoza Mjo,
Beyond the Lemonade Stand

“It was good to see a strong
collaborative partnership between
Hull and Johannesburg supporting
the development of entrepreneurial
skills. We heard about a broad range
of inspiring examples from those
involved with and supporting the
project.”
Peter Harrison,
Humber LEP
“The Google Hangout was an
incredible experience, linking together
entrepreneurs from SA and the UK.
Not only did we get to explore skills
and common hurdles, but the real
opportunity for establishing a trade
relationship was a massive result!”
Ross Bennett - MD,
Engaging Education
“Having hosted the Google Hangout
for the last two years we knew what a
great event it is and had no hesitation
in offering to do the same again this
year. As a long-standing partner of
Global Entrepreneurship Week we’ve
seen the positive impact that all of the
events have on young people in our
city and we’re delighted that we’re
able to play a small part in that.”
Brendon Smurthwaite
- Community Coordinator, KCOM

45% of young people said
they made useful new
contacts. Networking is a
key way of ensuring that
young people develop
face to face links not only
with other enterprising
young people but also with
potential purchasers of their
services and products.

70% of young people said
that they had developed
or acquired new skills. All
the challenges are judged
against Big 13 Enterprise
Skills and these are
explained at the events and
information given out about
them.

Wednesday

“I think the life stories that were
told were inspirational and
make me think about my
future and what to do.”
Alisha

Wednesday 16th November was the final of the
Badgers Sett Enterprise Challenge 2016. This was
won by Mary Close for her personalised products.
Mary received £850 plus support and advice from
Ruth Badger on branding. The two runners up were
Jade Smithson who runs a seamstress and bespoke
upcycling business, and Cavendish Primary school for
their idea relating to a buddysystem for pupils using toy
mascots.

“Thanks for organising the event
on Wednesday. The students
really enjoyed it and got a lot out
of it! We really enjoyed the talk by
Ruth Badger!”
Sarah Barley - Teacher,
South Hunsley School

“I enjoyed being involved being
involved in a team based event
with other colleges. I also enjoyed
hearing speeches from people
with experience and passion.”
Molly,
East Riding College

“I enjoyed the chance to
work as a team and learning
new things.”
Rosie,
Hull College

180 young people from education providers
in Hull, East Riding and North East Lincolnshire
attended a Post 16 Enterprise Masterclass at the
Guildhall. Ruth Badger and Antony Chesworth
of EKM Systems headed up the judges. They
examined in detail the results of a group activity
to come up with a new design and marketing
campaign for a new caravan for the Swift Group.
A cash prize was awarded for best design and
pitch.
The results were:
• 1st prize £250 sponsored by Swift Group was
won by East Riding College
• 2nd prize £200 sponsored by East Riding
College was won by Wyke College
• 3rd prize £150 sponsored by OakConsult was
won by Franklin College
• 4th prize £100 sponsored by Hull City Council
was won by Sirius Academy West
• 5th prize £100 sponsored by Smith &
Nephew was won by HETA
• 6th prize £100 sponsored by Spencer Group
was won by Hull 14-16 College
• Video pitch prize £100 sponsored by RB was
won by St Mary’s College

Ross Bennett Chair of Hull Youth
Enterprise Partnership presented Swift
Group with an award in recognition of
being the business that has done the
most to support enterprising young
people in 2016.
Kit Hargreaves spoke about his recent
visit to South Africa and opportunities
out there for young entrepreneurs as
well as the new network for young
entrepreneurs #THUDYorkshire.
Johnny Wootton described how
Engaging Education had grown
from a young enterprise company
at school to a successful education
services company.

“The tasks were great as they were
different from what I expected, I
enjoyed Antony from EKM.”
Harry,
South Hunsley

“What I enjoyed the most today was
the input given from the speakers.
Hearing their personal experience in
business gave a great insight into the
field.”
Daniel,
Hull Training

“Very good day, good range of
speakers, good pace (not sitting
around waiting). Great food and
businesses that were there.”
Angel,
East Riding College

“All speakers were clear and
motivational. Maybe you could have
a full day to work in extra activities”.
Izzy,
Wyke College

“I enjoyed participating in all the
activities. I enjoyed learning and
getting a better view of business.
You could make it better by having
another activity, make the time one
minute longer on the pitch.”
Imaan,
Wyke College

I loved the activities the
caravan challenge was
stressful but we got through
it as a team. We could have
done better without arguing.”
Alisha,
14-16 Hull College

“I enjoyed the setting out of the
challenge and the format of
them – they were really fun.”
Alex,
Sirius Academy West

“Going on stage to present
made me feel like I achieved
something.”
Tara,
Franklin College

Thursday

“The speeches by the
guests inspired me to
reach for my goals
and never give up.”
up
Richard

Thursday 17th November comprised a
Secondary School Enterprise Masterclass
at the Guildhall with 180 young people from
schools in Hull and Goole.
The students were tasked to design a new interactive
classroom for the Sangwin Group. They had to deliver a pitch
to former BBC Apprentice, Adam Corbally and other judges including Andy Pickles of Jive
Bunny fame. As part of the day the young people took part in the Mannequin Challenge
which was filmed by Greg Bennett of Engaging Education. https://youtu.be/xydRb2Fui08
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st prize £250 sponsored by Sangwin Group was won by Marvell College
2nd prize £200 sponsored by Hull Training was won by Newland School for Girls
3rd prize £150 sponsored by Hull College was won by Ganton School
4th prize £100 sponsored by Hull City Council was won by Archbishop Sentamu
5th prize £100 sponsored by RB was won by Malet Lambert School
6th prize £100 sponsored by Smith & Nephew was won by St Mary’s College
Video pitch prize £100 sponsored by Engaging Education was won by Kelvin Hall School

45% of young people said that they
had or would pass on their experiences
and/or knowledge to others about what
they had learnt during the week. Peer
to peer sharing of information is a great
way to convey enterprise skills with the
right support and encouragement.

“I enjoyed doing the ice breaker
challenge and meeting all the
judges and learning about them as
they have gone through what we
might have to. It has improved my
confidence in speaking.”
Abbie,
Archbishop Sentamu Academy

“I enjoyed thinking and creating our
smart surface because it turned out
to be quite a challenge and it gave
us as a group something difficult to
work at.”
Ellesse,
The Marvell College

“I enjoyed being able to learn more
about how people made their
business successful and how I could
do that in the future. I also enjoyed
going around the convention and
finding out about the different job
roles.”
Keziah,
St Mary’s College

85% of young people
said that they would now
be proactively taking
action towards their
entrepreneurial goal either
as an enterprise project in
school or a potential money
making opportunity that
could lead to a business
idea.

“I enjoyed the full day but in particular
I enjoyed working as a team to create
a pitch.”
Niaomi,
Newland school for Girls

“I enjoyed designing the structure
and coming up with a product and
creating a presentation for it.”
Ezra,
Kelvin Hall School

“The whole day was fabulous,
working as a team and having and
seeing successful people who are
inspirational.”
Alice,
Newland School for Girls

“I enjoyed this trip because I got to
show my creative ideas and my
inspiration towards enterprise. I
wouldn’t improve anything.”
Jack,
Sirius Academy North

“I enjoyed making the tower because
it got everyone involved.”
Kayleigh,
Sirius Academy North

“Presenting was fun and Adam’s life
story I found very inspirational.”
Vikin,
St Mary’s College

“I enjoyed today very much and even
though our idea didn’t get into the
top six, I am going to take today as a
great experience. Thankyou.”
Jacob,
Sirius Academy West

“I enjoyed doing group work and
facing new tasks that you would not
face in school preparing you for life
after school.”
Sol,
Malet Lambert School

“I enjoyed every part of it and I do not
think there can be any improvements.
I really enjoyed it, all the speeches by
the guests inspired me to reach for
my goals and never give up. Also I
hope to be an entrepreneur.”
Richard,
Kelvin Hall School

Friday

“I hope the next generation
believe they can achieve
their dreams and do what
they love every single day.”
Antony Chesworth

On Friday 18th November 180 primary school pupils
took part in the “Hull Our City and the Mail at the
Heart of it” event at the Guildhall. The students worked
alongside reporters and staff at Hull Daily Mail to
develop a story relating to 10 great things about Hull for
the newspaper’s website.
Watching closely and available to support young people on the
day were senior executives from Hull Daily Mail, representatives of
the business community and Andy Train, The Gold Man.
As part of the day the young people took part in the Mannequin Challenge which
was filmed by Greg Bennett of Engaging Education https://youtu.be/mKFgOnT9xP8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st prize £250 sponsored by Tech 4 Schools was won by Ainthorpe Primary School
2nd prize £200 sponsored by RB was won by Priory Primary School
3rd prize £150 sponsored by Sangwin Group was won by Griffin Primary School
4th prize £100 sponsored by Hull City Council was won by Parks Primary School
5th prize £100 sponsored by Spencer Group was won by Griffin Primary School
6th prize £100 sponsored by Smith & Nephew was won by Oldfleet Primary School
Video pitch prize £100 sponsored by Engaging Education was won by
Spring Cottage Primary School

65% of young people said they feel more
confident about starting a business and
making it a success. This is very encouraging
as across the UK there has been a marked
drop in young people feeling confident in
setting up a successful business.

“I enjoyed everything and
I would also definitely
come again. I don’t think
that anything needs to be
improved.”
Holly,
Griffin Primary School

“I enjoyed decorating the
shirts also looking at the huge,
awesome paintings on the
wall also the really tasty food.”
Annie,
Estcourt Primary School

“The children I brought
thoroughly enjoyed the day
and their success will do
wonders for their confidence.
The interaction with all those
outstanding adults will have a
huge impact on the children’s
confidence.”
George Lowthorpe,
The Parks Primary School

“I enjoyed the whole day
especially getting to design
my t-shirt. I also enjoyed
watching the presentations.”
Joey,
Appleton Primary School

“I enjoyed every part of it
because it’s something I have
never done before and it was
something good to do”.
Bethany,
Appleton Primary School

“I enjoyed going up on
stage listening to the judges’
comments.”
Tahliah,
Griffin Primary School

“I enjoyed choosing our own
things that we would love to
have in Hull. Our group picked
an Amy Johnson Simulator
– today I thought you could
improve nothing because I
loved it”
Poppy,
Gillshill Primary

The week ended with our Annual Hull
Youth Enterprise Awards Evening at
the Guildhall attended by 180 people.
This year we raised over £1,500 for
Action Duchenne, and gave awards to
those that support the youth enterprise
agenda.
This year the awards went to:
• Vaughan Curnow of GreenPower
Trust
• Mike Melvin of MC4C
• Nikki Lesley of Mersey Primary School
• Zoe Stephenson of Gillshill Primary
School
• Neale Harrison of RB
• Ganton School
• Kirsty Barr of MC4C programme
• Swift Group
• Nathan Jones of St Mary’s College
was awarded the Jane Disbrey ‘Most
Enterprising Student of the Year’
• Ross Bennett was awarded the
Sheila Waudby ‘Young Entrepreneur
of the Year’

“Doing the ideas on Hull. Also, I enjoyed
the food and doing the t-shirts.”
Ffion,
Spring Cottage Primary School

“I really enjoyed making the posters and
working as a team - the thing that could
be improved was nothing because I
loved it all.”
Natalia,
St Nicholas Primary School

“I love the idea of all the schools
coming together and having a
competition as well as meeting new
friends and working as a team and
no arguing.”
Tilly,
Ainthorpe Primary School

70% of young people
who participated in the
activities stated they were
much more confident
about understanding what
enterprise skills and youth
entrepreneurship was all
about after getting involved
in the activities.
65% of young people said
they are more positive
about self-employment
as a career choice
compared to before Global
Entrepreneurship Week.

We would like to thank all our partners and sponsors of Global Entrepreneurship Week in Hull.
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“I believe that Global
Entrepreneurship Week not only
helps to foster an entrepreneurial
spirit amongst all young people
but also encourages school and
college leavers to acquire the
necessary enterprise skills to
make them attractive propositions
to a future employer as well as
future entrepreneurs, which the
UK needs.”
Adam Corbally,
Entrepreneur, BBC Apprentice
contestant 2012
“Giving young people the
opportunity to hear and gain
inspiration from business people
including young entrepreneurs
supported by the John Cracknell
Youth Enterprise Bank, allowing
them the opportunity to use
their enterprising skills such as
innovation and decision making
as well as gaining an improved
understanding about how the
business world operates can only
be of benefit to them and help
them in the future, which in turn
helps your great city.
Ruth Badger,
International Business Woman
and former BBC Apprentice
contestant
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“It was great to see how
enterprising your future
employees and future business
leaders are in Hull. I was struck by
the enormous amount of energy
and enthusiasm at the secondary
school event. Everyone in the
Guildhall was eager to share
their experiences with everyone
else. It was great to hear the
details of the many successful
enterprise experiences in schools.
Congratulations to all involved
and here’s to more success in
2017 in your City of Culture Year.”
Andy Pickles,
CEO, U-Explore
“Like all successful teams finding
one that you support can be
life changing and there is
certainly a premier league team
in GEWHull. A team that sees
no obstacles, only opportunity.
Opportunity to inspire, engage
and educate, that anyone can be
an entrepreneur. GEWHull eats,
sleeps and breathes this, the
way all entrepreneurs do and I’m
privileged to have been part of it.”
Antony Chesworth,
Founder of EKM.com

“Entrepreneurship, innovation
and building strong business
networks are all core RB values
and all were evident in the
hangout discussions. It was
really interesting to listen to the
similar challenges faced on both
continents and how they were
working to resolve these.”
Calum Walker,
RB
“It was an honour to be asked
and a great opportunity
to be included in Global
Entrepreneurship Week. For
Jadan to offer sponsorship
was just a small token to give,
especially as this is very beneficial
to a lot of future employees .
The community in Hull has so
many great things to offer yet can
generally be overlooked by not
just the people of Hull but the UK
as a whole. Even more reason
why we need to embrace Global
Entrepreneurship Week to help
young people who could be the
city’s entrepreneurs of the future.”
Pamela Wainman,
Managing Director at Jadan
Press

“Global Entrepreneurship
Week in Hull had an electric
atmosphere that every
entrepreneur should want
to be a part of. When likeminded people are brought
together, engaging young
people’s aspirations and
ambitions is effortless and
natural. Being a part of that is
something really special.”
Alison Chesworth,
Owner, Toy Box Live
“Smith & Nephew was
proud to support Global
Entrepreneurship Week to
encourage the young people
of Hull to become involved in
commercial enterprise at an
early stage. Every business
starts with an entrepreneur
much as we did in Hull with TJ
Smith back in 1856, so we very
much hope this type of event
will stimulate the formation of
new business in Hull over the
coming years.”
Katie McGrory,
Smith & Nephew
“Global Entrepreneurship
Week is a great opportunity
for younger people to apply
their knowledge to create
and innovate in a fun way
but within a business or
commercial context. As one
of the largest local employers,
RB is fully supportive of
developing these skills within
the local area.”
Neale Harrison,
RB R&D Project Manager.
“As a long-standing partner
of Global Entrepreneurship
Week, we have seen the
positive impact that it has on
young people in our city. We
were delighted to support the
event again in 2016.”
Brendon Smurthwaite,
KCOM Community
Coordinator

Hull Youth Enterprise Partnership
Guildhall (Rm 14),
Alfred Gelder Street,
Hull, HU1 2AA
01482 613489
www.youthenterprise.co.uk
www.youthenterprise-hull.co.uk
www.hullcc.gov.uk

